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Timing Requirement Analysis
Timing requirement analysis removes
ambiguity from specifications and generates
results for use in other simulations of
digital systems. It involves construction
of a graph representing all constraints
between state transitions and the
generation of an optimized graph having a
maximum number of simultaneous
constraints. Optimization involves
prioritizing the constraints or searching for a
solution which violates no constraints.

Timing requirement analysis deals with constraints between
state changes within patterns. These constraints may be
defined within device or system specifications. Pattems are
streams of states such as ones and zeroes, often appearing
in timing diagrams. that represent signals in a design. The
results of timing requirement analysis include timing for
state changes which can be used to generate output patterns
and checks of the timing versus the constraints.
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With ambiguous specifications, much effort can be wasted
in inefficient and repetitious design, simulation and prototyping of hardware systems [l]. Logic and timing verification [2] can verify whether design specifications are satisfied only if pattem timing is accurate and thoroughly exercises timing requirements. Otherwise, specification problems may not appear until prototyping or later. Clearly.
there is need to remove ambiguity from specifications and
to generate accurate pattem timing before design and simulation instead of ufter. These are the problems addressed
by timing requirement analysis.
The techniques presented here are the subject of two
United States patent applications and can be used to analyze
timing requirements and to generate new requirements and
accurate pattem timing. They also provide means for measurement of how well tiniing requirements are exercised
in pattem timing. The algorithms described resemble the
graph-theoretic real-time system safety analysis presented
by J&nni.an and Mok [3]. The approach differs in that in
addition to analyzing for constraint satisfaction, attempts
are made to find a solution in the form of an optimized
graph containing a maximum number of specifications that
can occur simultaneously. An array of attributes embodying the timing requirements is used instead of a language
such as RTL (as proposed by Jahanian and Mok) to express
vertex constraints. This allows the user control of solution
generation and more closely resembles the format of device
specifications.
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A simple example will be used to illustrate how timing requirement analysis can be applied. This example is a design
that will generate an output (C) that is the inversion of an
input signal (B) after a rising edge is detected on another
input signal (A). This design has an accompanying timing
diagram (Figure 1 (a)) and tiniing requirements (Table I).
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Requirement tA is defined as the maximum amount of time
during which signal A may rise. Requirement /AB niin
(shown in Figure 1 (b)) is defined as the minimum time between when signal A is guaranteed to have risen and before
signal B will go into transition. Requirement /AB m<ax is
the maximum t h e fmni when signal A may begin to rise
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and until signal B will stabilize &er transition. Requirements tBC and tAC have definitions similar to that of fAB
and can be expanded in similar fashion.
Upon Erst glance at Figure I (a) and Table 1 the casual
observer may be tempted to assign values of 10 to tAC min
and 35 to tAC max. These values would be inapplicable to
the rest of the requirements. Such intuitive numbers might
be too difficult or too lax for the designer. Problems such
as these are associated with timing cycles. A timing cycle
is shown in Figure 1 (b). The timing requirements in the
cycle are fA max. [ABmin. tBC max and tAC max. liming
requirement analysis can be used to calculate a value for
tAC max by using the other values in the cycle. So, for fAC
max. timing requirement analysis generates the solution:
tAC m a x = (tAE m i n )
(tA max)

+

+

(tBC max)

= 5 + 1 5 + 5
= 25

In similar fashion, tAC min is generated with:
tAC m i n = (tAE m a x )
- (tA max)
=

15

+

5

-

+

(tBC m i n )

5

= 15

If fAC is provided as part of the system requirements, it can
be veritied by timing requirement analysis. For example, if
the fAC min requirement is given as 10 instead of 15, the
analysis can indicate that if rA max, fAB max and fBC min
occur simultaneously, fAC min is inapplicable. Or, if the
tAC min requirement is given as 20 instead of 15, it can
indicate that fAC min is incompatible with the other timing
requirements. Similar analysis can be perfomied with fAC
max showing that the requirement of 35 instead of 25 is
inapplicable, and 15 instead of 25 is incompatible.
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Graph Vertices
Graph vertices correspond to state transitions. For example,
the boundary between a state 0 followed by a state I on
a signal may correspond to a vertex. Figure 2 (a) shows
two state transitions each from 0 to 1 corresponding to two
vertices. A state need not be just a 0 or a 1. For example,

there may be other states to represent unknown or high
impedance states. And, timing verification may incorporate
states to designate that a signal is rising or falling. The
algorithms do not usually require identification of the states
involved since they deal mainly with state boundaries.

Graph Edges
Graph edges have one-to-one correspondence to t h i n g requirements between state transitions. A timing requirement
may be defined as a named constraint from a Erst vertex to
a second vertex and may have both a minimum value and a
maximum value. Figure 2 (a) shows a timing requirement
with a minimum value of 0 and a maximum value of 100
nS. The corresponding graph with 2 vertices (the circles)
and 2 edges (the arcs) is shown in Figure 2 (b). A similar
graph could be constructed for the example given in Figure
1 and would have 6 veltices and 7 edges. Note that a graph
edge may be either a minimum or a maximum. So. two
edges are required to describe a timing requirement that
has both minimum and maximum values. The weights of
edges can have positive or negative values, corresponding
to the values of the respective timing requirements. An
edge also contains a control attribute having one of four
values which allows the user to specify how it is to be used
in the algorithms:
force

- must use in calculations

affentpt - may use in calculations
check

- check

against calculations

solve - calculatc weight using calculations

Problem Analysis
E represents the edges describing the given device timing
requirements for a system. E‘ represents a subset of E such
that every two vertices are joined by at least one edge in
as many of the edges of E
as possible so that the result approaches complete inclusion
of timing requirements. Usually there will not be as many
edges in E’ as in E. This is because all edges can seldom be
connected to the vertices in the graph simultaneously and
without conflict. This is simply the nature of device specifications, and is readily observed using most any relatively
complex device specifications.
Figure 2 (b) shows a conflict between two edges. There
is an edge corresponding to a requirement that the second
state transition occur a minimum of 0 nS after the Erst state
transition. There is also an edge corresponding to a requirement that the second state transition occur a maximum of
100 nS after the Erst state transition. These requirements
are in conflict because it is not possible for the second state
transition to occur 0 nS after the Erst state transition as well
as 100 nS after. Thus, the two vertices may only be joined
with one of the edges.

E’. It is desired that E’ contain

It is often difficult to cover E with E’ because of conflicts
which form cycles having non-zero weight similar to what
has been described. The weight of a cycle corresponds to
the sum of the edge weights around the cycle. As these
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weights are summed, it may be necessary to change the
polarity of an edge involved to preserve the direction of
the cycle as in Figure 2 (c). The cycle shown has a weight
of -100 nanoseconds. It was necessary to change the direction and sign of the 100 nS max edge in order to generate
this sum. Figure 2 (d) shows the same cycle summed in the
opposite direction having a positive weight of 100 nanoseconds. Here, the 0 nS min edge had its direction and sign
changed It is also possible for edges to form cycles which
do not have conflict. Such cycles have zero weight.

The First Algorithm
The purpose of the first algorithm is to compile timing
from an approximate E' using a prioritization scheme to
resolve timing requirement conflicts. It is relatively fast
(complexity of order U(n) where n is the total number of
edges in E), but it may generate results which violate timing
requirements. The first algorithm is basically shown below:
Dountil no unused edges found
Find unused "force"edges linked via tewest used
"attempt' edges to used "force"edges
If no unused edges found, find an unused "force"edge
If no unused edges found, find an unused "attempt" edge
Hat least one unused edge found
Calculate times d vertices attached to found edges
Dountil no mom vertices calculated
Search for uncalculated or lower-priority vertices
attached to calculated, high-priority vertices
vla "force"edges
Calculated respedhre vertex times using edge weights
Set respeclive vertices to high-priority
Enddountil
Cumnt priority = high
Dountil no m m vertices calculated
h e r current priority
Search for vertices that are uncalculated or with lower
priority than current priority attached to calculated
vertices via "attempt" edges
Calculate respective vertex times using edge weights
Set respective vertices to current priority
Enddountil
Endif
Enddountll

After calculations are complete. the timing results are
checked against E to get one of four corresponding results
for each edge:

- belongs

included

to E'

not included - does not belong to
violated
solved

E ,but belongs to E

- cannot belong to E. @en

- may belong

to

the edges in E'

E' (weight is calculated)

In addition, sequence as implied by the edge numbering is
also checked. lliese checking procedures are also used by
the second algorithm.
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The Second Algorithm
The purpose of the second algorithm is to find E' by identifying timing requirement conflicts and exercising options to
resolve the conflicts without timing requirement violations.
It involves a depth-first tree search and is more complex
(of order O(n') where n represents the number of edges in
E that are involved in cycles, and c represents the minimum number of non-zero cycles, corresponding to the tree
depth). The second algorithm is basically shown below:
Remove edges that are "check", "solve"or not in cycles
Begin construct new graph
Search for non-zero cycle
If non-zero cycle found
Dountil soMion found or no m m options
Get next good option
If good option found
Convert respedive edge to "chedc"
Construct new graph
If no soMion found..restom edge to "attempt"
Endif
Enddountil
EIS0
Calculate times and check for violations
ll no violations, solution found
Endif
End construd new graph

In order for an edge summed in a non-zero cycle to be a
good option, it must be an attempt edge and the following
Boolean function must be true:
(cycle weight < O)@(directionchange)@(maximum type)

If this condition is not met, the edge may result in violation if converted to check. Note that both edges in Figure 2
(c) and (d) satisfy the condition. And, if either of the edges
in Figure 2 is changed so that the condition is not met, a
violation will result if that edge is converted to check.
As indicated, the algorithm can convert attempt edges to
check and restore them if they are unsuccessful. There are
three other modifications of edges that can also help the
algorithm find a solution:
Addition of check edges - done in response to detection of a sequence violation. Such edges can force a
sequence if converted from check to force.
Restoration of check to attempt - done if the algorithm
unnecessarily converted an attempt edge to check.
Conversion from check to force - done if graph construction was unsuccessful. no more options are available, and one or more check edges were violated when
cycles were removed. This can result in new options.

Results

Resolving obvious timing requirement conflicts (such as
min/max conflicts) with conversion to check

A microprocessor read containing a minimum of about 200
edges involved in cycles was processed using the second
algorithm and with the minimum number of non-zero cycles
varied from 0 to 5. The read contained a total of about 420
edges, 360 vertices and a minimum of 19 non-zero cycles
before any edges were converted to check. CPU times
are plotted versus minimum number of non-zero cycles in
Figure 3. A and B are sample runs that solved different
non-zero cycles and checked the results. A' and B' are
similar NnS which were altered so that no solution could
be found. This roughly illustrates how real processing times
can vary. It shows that the the processing time involved is
of complexity O(nr)as expected.
Also. the first algorithm when applied to the microprocessor read took about 40 CPU seconds. When applied to two
appended reads (about twice as many edges and vertices as
the original read) it took about 1 0 CPU seconds. It took
about 180 CPU seconds when applied to three appended
reads (about three times as many edges and vertices). This
indicates complexity of order O(n), as expected.

Incorporating successful results from use of the first algorithm

Both algorithms were written in C and run on a VAX
8650.

Using results from previous application of the second
algorithm

Concluding Remarks
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Other Practical Considerations
Experience indicates that it is best to include check edges
where possible to reduce processing time. This can be done
manually by:

In addition. provisions have been made which permit creation of longer pattems by appending edge and vertex sets.
This function has been provided with the following rules:
1. Signals to be appended must have identical names.

2. The last vertex of the first set must correspond with the
first vertex in the second set for each appended signal.

3. The state before the last vertex in the first set must not
match the state after the first vertex in the second set
for each appended signal.
There are two exceptions to the third rule listed. First, if
an edge must be split into two parts on one signal and the
third rule is violated, the algorithm will merge the two parts
to create one edge whose weight is the sum of the pats.
A further constraint is that the second edge part must be
attached to the first and second vertices of the signal in
the second set. When this type of merging occurs, the algorithm determines that there is no vertex loss due to the
merging. Second, if the same conditions exist, but the second edge part terminates on a vertex of a different signal,
the edge parts will be merged as before, but the terminating vertex of the merged edge will be on the other signal
and vertex loss will be detected. These exceptions allow
edgehertex sets to be split up so that, for example, pattems
corresponding to microprocessor cycles can have any number of wait cycles appended between the beginning and end
of the cycles and the edges involved can be automatically
adjusted.

This paper intmduced timing requirement analysis and two
algorithms for its implementation. The first uses a prioritization scheme to generate an approximate solution, which
may result in violation. The second uses a depth-first search
to End a solution that does not result in violation. Together,
these algorithms axe useful for timing requirement analysis
and generation and in pattern timing generation.
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